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Abstract
The current study assesses an immersive teleoperation platform for professional collaborative activities. This platform uses an iCub robot and virtual-reality hardware (VR headset and motion capture) to elicit an embodiment situation, where the pilot collaborates with remote actors through the robot ("beaming platform"): through the robot, the pilot can act and perceive using his natural affordances (head moving, vision and hearing) that are mapped to/from the robot effectors/sensors. One challenge is to measure how the robot expression capacity level can modulate the efficiency of the participation of the remote pilot with his collaborators. An experience where the pilot trains two subjects to assemble a mechanical system was organised: we observed the capacity of the two subjects to realize the task they discover and to collaborate with the pilot, with a more or less expressive robot. This experience clearly highlighted the importance of embodiment and the opportunities opened by beaming platforms, allowing the enhancement of the physical space by agents: i.e. social robots or conversational agents.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS):

1. Introduction
The ever-growing technologies in the fields of telerobotics have led both the scientific and industrial community wonder when and how they can start to adapt and deploy these technologies in their respective fields of work. A particular application has turn out to be particularly interesting: gifting a person with the capacity to transport to a distant location, thanks to a humanoid robot that serves as a platform between the individual and another group of people on a determined physical location, for acting there as well as perceiving from there: it is a beaming [STB\textsuperscript{12}] process where the individual is replicated by the robot, and common affordances are used (for example, moving one’s head or hand to move the robot’s head or hand) and sense the environment accordingly.

Beaming refers to technologies digitally transporting a representation of yourself to a distant place, where you can interact with the people there as if you were there (acting, perceiving). The possibilities for such a technology are tremendous, and this research focuses on the industrial engineering application field, which is often a collaborative work.

Although humanoid robots are not expected to replace humans, they could be very helpful in some particular tasks. However there is still plenty of work to design robots that can be socially and industrially competent, in order to have a satisfying and successful interaction with humans in diverse environments and domains.

It is important to study how humans react when interacting with a robot instead of a real person, and the impact on their behaviour. Humans are very sensitive to verbal and non-verbal communication, and humanoid robots are still being developed in terms of their "human-likeness" and
"sociability". The evaluation of a beaming platform implies many different features to study in order to provide a deep analysis of the strengths and weaknesses.

The current study uses a system of interaction in a multi-site collaborative work, allowing collaborators to be "tele-represented" by a humanoid robot with an active and physical presence. An experience was organized to perform a remote assembly training scenario with the confrontation of different objects. It is expected to check the condition for an actor to participate intuitively from a remote location. The same experience is run while degrading the functions of the environment to identify the most important functions which are associated here with the robot degrees of freedom allowing more or less expression transmission.

The next section introduces the technical state of the art about remote teleoperation. Then a short state of the art presents the domain of application we are concerned with (collaborative design activities). At this step the experience built for the current study will be described and the final section will introduce the first level of the results from this experience.

2. Remote teleoperation issues

2.1. Beaming platforms

Telerobotics [She89, She92] is the core technology of the assessed environment. It allows to remotely drive a robotic system. Robots are an extremely good alternative to humans for multiple applications (medicine, military, nuclear plant maintenance, construction) and also for collaborative distant work.

The "Wizard of Oz" (WoZ) refers to a person remotely operating a robot [Rie12], controlling its movement, navigation, speech, gestures, for example by triggering pre-defined actions by pressing keys or teles-operating movements of some body segments from a mouse, a joystick or any other motion capture device. WoZ controls a robot from fully autonomous to fully tele-operated. The controlled robot serves more as a proxy for humans than as an independent entity. A valid WoZ simulation expects [Rie12, GPL∗12] "to simulate the future system, given human limitations", "to specify the future system’s behaviour" and "to make the simulation convincing".

Part of telerobotics, the beaming concept (Being in Augmented Multimodal Naturally Networked Gatherings) was introduced [STB∗12]. Beaming is the name for the process that allows someone - here the pilot - to instantaneously transfer himself from one physical place to any given distant location, thanks to the monitoring of the pilot’s actions, physiological states and emotions which can be streamed over the internet while simultaneously streaming visual, audio, spatial, and context back from the distant destination. This flow of data is synchronized and the result is an unified virtual environment representing the physical space of the destination in real time. The destination is thus inhabited by both local and virtual users.

Beaming allows to be embodied in a virtual interface. The destination/visitor interface is non-symmetrical, but beaming is defined to support symmetric social interaction between the visitor and locals. Thus an intensive attention is given to the quality of the visual immersion for the pilot, copying the physical remote destination. But indeed visualisation is just a part of a successful beaming platform, since all human senses should participate to the embodiment experience up to the "self-perception" of the avatar in the remote location.

With a virtual filter, human senses may be tricked introducing a infinite range of applications where perception may be faked [NSVW∗12] and where awareness becomes a real ethical issue. Gathering immersive virtual reality environment with tele-operated systems opens applications which otherwise would be impossible to achieve. For example, [BEFS15] uses a humanoid robot, tele-operated by a human pilot to artificially provide the robot with social skills.

Such a WoZ platform was used to experience effects of culture in human robot interaction and social robotics [BV13] highlighting the role of head nods for social interaction. A basic analysis grid is used to assess a robot performance through various subjective criteria: likeability, engaging, satisfaction, useful, human-likeness, efficiency, credibility, human-presence.

[GPL∗12] focused on the perception of gaze and head movements through an iCub robot. It allows the interaction to get closer to humans because it feels more "human-like", with the help of another sensor for capturing gaze and head motion.

2.2. Human robot interaction

With a telerobotic beaming platform, a human robot interaction is taking place at the shared physical place. Many key issues arise then [PDGA14]: mutual interaction learning, human presence undertaking, integrating social rules and protocols, as well as legible motion. There are also more specific issues like: robustness and efficiency, comfort and intentionality to specify robot behaviour, the capacity of the robot to adapt and plan according to its environment just like a human would do it, among many others.

[BCBJ∗09, SLMF06, CKH∗15] deeply analysed the effects of head nodding that can be simulated or reproduced by a robot. They analysed how people use visual feedback while conversing with robots. Humans apparently nod at the robot during conversation.

[CKH∗15] debates over social cues of interaction as well. They assume that human robot interaction comes only when the capacities of perception of the environment as much as
movement of the robot, conjugate harmoniously to attain the individual expectations. Likewise, signal and gestural responses from the robot such as head nodding along with other non-verbal behaviour, help individuals to know the intentions of their interlocutor, and so react and adapt their behaviour accordingly.

2.3. Multiparty dialog and situated interaction

The robot behaviour must integrate qualities that favour the communication between multiple parties. Gaze perception plays a crucial role in human-human interaction [Lan00, MEB12]. It has been proved that it affects several aspects of communication and dialogue. An embodied conversational avatar must integrate an accurate gaze model. Gaze remains one of the strongest nonverbal cues in human interaction and this result should be assessed for human-robot interaction.

Interaction with humans expects to consider also human factors. Primary causes of malfunctions in processes are due to human factors [Nar99]. Among all the human factors to consider that might have an impact on repairing, problem solving and effectiveness, we can cite a few: attitude, fatigue, workload, schedule, etc. For [HC98] having eyes and hands busy, drive decision about the usage or not of voice recognizing systems instead of classic systems like a keyboard. In addition, speech is a strongly personal activity which contains more information than just the text produced: then voice acts also as an important human factor.

2.4. Collaboration within design and manufacturing activities

The current study applies a beaming platform to support collaborative professional activity, specially in a design and/or manufacturing context. Design and manufacturing engineering is a cognitive activity [Cho09, GK04]. There are several design modes: the prescriptive approach, which describes the process of design as a succession of stages. This approach masters processes, acknowledge the creative part, and is teachable. Design is also viewed [Sim96] as a "problem solving" process where it becomes a non-linear and non-deterministic process of resolution, and has multiple solutions. [Sch83] presents design as a process of reflexive conversation: designers work in virtual worlds, and their talent lies on the capacity to build and manipulate these worlds. Then design is an art in the professional activity, it is a form of intelligence that is not teachable but can be learned, where identifying a problem and improvising is a necessary "art" for designers.

To collaborate designers use intermediary objects [BB03]. Objects are a second essential component in design and manufacturing processes. Design is often supported by visual reasoning with object representations. [Kua06] built experiences to analyse the links between cognitive micro-activities during design and demonstrated the separation between design reasoning, intention of design, intention of representation, and modeling actions.

[OOC92] observed how design often takes place in a context of a collaborative face-to-face meeting. They try to analyse how designers use their time, what kind of activities they develop, how they organise these activities and if there exist any similar "models" between different projects and teams of people. They conclude that people expose their problems, alternatives and criteria to evaluate them, and they share their expertise. Results show that 40% of the time is spent on design discussions and briefings account for 30% of the time, which implies that reunions apparently have a role of coordination, generating a discussion in order to clarify the best way to proceed, and moreover that meetings produce an important amount of clarifications, since participants make and answer questions on diverse subjects.

Design and manufacturing activities provide a good context to assess the usability and utility of a beaming platform.

3. An experience for collaborative remote training

3.1. Research question

This study expects to assess the conditions for creating a beaming context to provide an efficient support for design and manufacturing professional activities. A basic beaming platform is controlled and its functions depreciated to check their importance. Especially the following research questions are submitted:

1. What is the impact of the different grades of movement and expression replicated by a humanoid robot in the interaction with individuals on a collaborative work environment?
2. How to assess this collaboration between individuals and the robot?

Increasing the freedom and expressiveness of the robot’s movements should raise the fluency of the avatar representing the distant person, and thus improve the collaboration with a team of individuals, allowing a more meaningful interaction and a greater implication of individuals in the task. Such an outcome comes with the interest of building a platform for interaction of people in a collaborative setting, which has applications in the industrial sector within a realistic use-case.

3.2. A beaming platform

The beaming platform used for the experience integrates an iCub robot, which is 1 m tall. This robot has 53 degrees of freedom, plus 5 extra DoF for the jaw and mouth [PRM*15]. In the used beaming platform version, only a few are mapped from a real person: it can move the head using the three degrees of freedom, and it can move the jaw and lips thanks
Figure 1: The beaming platform: pilot side.

Figure 2: The beaming platform: avatar side.

Figure 3: Jigsaw system on the inside (left) and completely mounted (right).

3.3. Use case selection about mechanism assembly

A scenario that could be played by actors in a reasonable amount of time was expected to make experiences acceptable by subjects. The proposed scenario should be of a bearable difficulty, considering that something too hard to achieve is not useful here. To seek with utility within design and manufacturing applications, a jigsaw system was selected. This system provides a realistic context; on the inside it is a traditional mechanical system, with simple components such as a rotor, a gear, a switch, a rod, etc. and it is a real system for real engineering context whether it is for design, maintenance, production, etc. Additionally, it is easy enough for people to quickly identify its main parts and even if they have never seen such a system before, to be able to handle it without requiring training or whatsoever. This system can be mounted in a reasonable time.

Involved subjects were not familiar with it. The disassembled system is presented to two subjects. The two subjects are expected to collaborate to re-assemble the system (see Figure 3) under the supervision of the pilot. The role of the pilot is limited to supervision (our beaming platform does not have an exoskeleton to support arm control yet). The scenario can be viewed as a training situation where two persons discover and learn a professional task supported by a remote expert. This context is closed to a context of project review where the pilot plays the role of manager and moderator of a discussion between two experts.

The selection of the jigsaw system is a compromise between complexity of task to assemble it, realism of the system and level of details: indeed the pilot guides the robot with a vision replication which has a low resolution and quality; it is due to the resolution of camera installed in the robot eyes (two 640x480 cameras with Bayer filter) and to the HMD which reproduce vision with a better resolution than the camera but creates new sources of discomfort: weight, vergence for eye accommodation, etc.

to the generation of a model adapted to track pilot’s lips. To create the model for the lips movement, the pilot had to glue a few motion infra-red reflectors strategically placed around the mouth, and run a calibration before each experiment.

The robot eyes are instrumented with two cameras allowing a stereoscopic capture of the robot vision. Microphones were inserted at robot ears location, allowing the capture of the sound environment around the robot. A loudspeaker was also inserted in the robot mouth, creating audio source for verbalization reproduction.

A Sony® Head Mounted Device (HMD), like to the one from Figure 1, was used to immerse the pilot in the robot space that transmit the views from the two mounted cameras (Figure 2). The HMD earphones receive the sounds captured by the iCub ear microphones. Pilot’s speech is captured by a close microphone and played back via the robot’s mouth loudspeaker. The robot acts as the distant avatar of the pilot. A motion tracking system was used for capturing both global movements of the pilot and mouth articulations.
3.4. Experimental protocol

The pilot is driving tasks within a predefined sequence of actions. The pilot is expert of the system, knows every details about the mechanism and must have enough possible situations in mind to react promptly as soon as there is a deviation from the predefined sequence of tasks to ensure to make possible comparisons between tests. The sub-tasks are thus organised into a series of short collaborations or parallel actions of the two subjects to ensure that the predefined process is followed.

The position of parts when the subjects enter the room is pre-defined as organised in Figure 4. When entering the room the jigsaw is masked.

![Fig. 4: Jigsaw presentation when initializing the process.](image)

Two configurations of robot behavior are created.

**Speaker configuration**: A: the robot is motionless, it transmits the voice of the pilot trough the high-speaker, but all his body articulations are off.

**Beaming configuration**: B: The robot has full motion of its head, with 3 degrees of freedom, and reproduced the movement of the lips from the pilot according to the model set up before the experiments. In this condition, the pilot has a partly blurred vision in the HMD, except in the center area. This vision mode forces the pilot to use explicit head movements to track or see the focus zone: the interest point he’s gazing at is then clearly identified by the subjects.

Three questionnaires have been prepared which cannot be fully reported here but we provide some example question to fix ideas:

**Memory Questionnaire**: \( Q_1 \): 10 basic questions to test what the person remind by himself even if no special attention was drawn to these details during the assembly process:

\( Q_{1.1} \) What is the color of the main switch of the jigsaw ?  
black\□ | red\□ | yellow\□ | green\□  
\( Q_{1.2} \) How many screw sizes belongs to the system ? 1\□ | 2\□ | 3\□ | 4\□  
\( Q_{1.3} \) etc.

**Individual perception of collaboration**: \( Q_2 \): 10 new questions were devoted to measure the perception of a more or less living robot:

\( Q_{2.1} \) How will you qualify the robot from machine to alive ? 1\□ | 2\□ | 3\□ | 4\□ | 5\□  
\( Q_{2.2} \) How will you qualify pilot/robot from stupid to clever ? 1\□ | 2\□ | 3\□ | 4\□ | 5\□  
\( Q_{2.3} \) etc.

**Individual comparison of configurations**: \( Q_3 \): 5 questions to compare configurations ‘A’ or ‘B’.

\( Q_{3.1} \) Mark from 1 to 3 the importance of the following modalities ?
- voice transmission : 1\□ | 2\□ | 3\□  
- head movement : 1\□ | 2\□ | 3\□  
- lip movement : 1\□ | 2\□ | 3\□  

\( Q_{3.2} \) In which configuration the pilot specifications were more clear ? A\□ | B\□ | None\□  
\( Q_{3.3} \) In which configuration the pilot was the more attentive ? A\□ | B\□ | None\□  
\( Q_{3.4} \) In which configuration did you feel more easy when interacting with the pilot ? A\□ | B\□ | None\□  
\( Q_{3.5} \) What configuration did you prefer ? A\□ | B\□ | None\□

After filling a participation agreement form, both the avatar and pilot are presented to subjects. The wizard of Oz context is clearly highlighted: they know that the robot is driven by a person. They are informed that they will have to follow the directives of the pilot and that they will assemble twice the same system following different sequences. Each sequence will not overpass 20 minutes: the task is stopped after this delay.

There are two assembly sequences, \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \). For each \( S_i \), assembly sub-tasks are executed in different orders and the roles of the two subjects are swapped. Sub-tasks are either individual or collaborative, and can be executed in parallel or sequentially.

For statistics issues configurations A and B are associated to sequence \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) leading to four conditions that are applied alternatively to the tuples of subjects.

Then, the mask over the mechanism is removed and the pilot drives the first assembly sequence. At the end of this sequence the questionnaire \( Q_1 \) is filled individually by the two subjects. Then they also answer to the questionnaire \( Q_2 \) to collect their subjective feedback about the collaboration with the pilot through the robot. While filling the questionnaire the system is disassembled and prepared again for the second sequence. The second sequence is played with the remaining configuration. After the second sequence, the questionnaire \( Q_2 \) is answered again but in reference to the new configuration. At last, the two subjects answer to the questionnaire \( Q_3 \).

This protocol was repeated for 9 couples of subjects and indeed 18 different persons were involved. The distribution of participants could be presented as follow: 10 females and 8 males, with 3 teams of women, 2 teams of men and 4 mixed
teams. The average age of the participants in the experiments was 25 years old, and the majority had an engineering background.

4. Analysis of collaboration between subjects and a remote drive

4.1. Analysis of questionnaire Q1

The overall objective of the questionnaire Q1 is to check if subjects have a better performance in configuration B than in configuration A. The average percentage of correct answers was medium to low in both cases: 45% of success rate for the actors that answered after experiencing the configuration A, and 62% for actors that answered after configuration B. It must be reminded that in both cases they answer after the first sequence of assembly. These values seem to indicate that actors in configuration B are more engaged in the task because they have a better communication whenever the robot presents a more human-like expression and record more information.

4.2. Analysis of questionnaire Q2

The second questionnaire deals with the subject individual impression about the robot. The average mark of each question for all participants are representative numbers to analyse. For every question, the average mark is higher for configuration B than for configuration A. Figure 5 details results for every question and the configuration B is clearly appreciated but questions can be separated into two sets depending on a more or less difference between the two configurations.

Then it seems that:

- Configuration B provides a real impact to understand who (between the two subjects) is concerned when the pilot interacts. This configuration also enhances the frequency of interaction and the demand for interaction with the pilot.
- Configuration B seems to be also better for interaction quality and when assessing the overall pleasure to interact through the avatar but the difference is less obvious.

The average and the standard deviation on the overall questions (Figure 6) demonstrate the tendency and the clear advantage of configuration B which is here much more obvious than for questionnaire Q1. Indeed enhancing the expressiveness of the robot is a major asset in human-robot interaction, as well as a useful tool for communication between humans.

![Figure 6: Average results for questionnaire 2.](image)

4.3. Analysis of questionnaire Q3

The third questionnaire serves as a summary to confirm the analysis of the first questionnaires. The first question (Figure 7) provides a quite obvious result but which is clearly measured. The voice is the preferred interaction modality but the gaze identified by head movements is a major interaction modality. The mouth articulation are not unnecessary (indeed, they might play an important role for speech intelligibility), but from the conscious self-report task, they are perceived as less important.

The other questions of Q3 were direct comparisons of the two configurations. The results described by Figure 8 are incontrovertible. The configuration B is clearly preferred even if 1 or 2 subjects reported that they did not care at all about the robot, which explains a few answers with no preference: video shows that these persons were concentrated on the task while listening the pilot but without watching the robot.

![Figure 7: Results for question Q3.](image)
Figure 8: Results for questionnaire Q3, question 2 to 5.

5. Conclusion and perspectives

The current study clearly demonstrates again the importance of gaze and head movements within social interaction. It also demonstrates the capacity of a beaming system to telepresent a remote human coach as soon as the beaming system reproduces the good interaction modalities. It demonstrates also a beaming process within a realistic professional collaborative task. Usually, research about user interfaces focuses on usability demonstration. With the current realistic process, a first step towards utility assessment is passed.

Obviously the statistics sample should be extended but the first results seem incontrovertible. We need to explore which parts of the dialog benefit from gazing at head or lips movements, and how these gaze patterns evolve with the duration of the interaction. Another direction of assessment will be exploited soon to get objective measures: Indeed all the scenarios have been recorded (video, audio, motion capture of the pilot, as well as robot’s sensors streams) providing a rich set of corpus which can be deeply analysed (video labeling of the eye contacts, of the number of head movements from the human partners...).

Another perspective is also to go ahead with this experience using other type of avatars, to check how presence filling may be produced on a distant location. A video of the pilot face may be streamed at the remote location but it can be expected to face the Mona-Lisa cue: a 2D image cannot propagate the gaze direction of the pilot. An image avatar could provide an immersive environment where the importance of gaze could be checked with respect to the quality of the avatar. The image could provide really realistic human face. To avoid the Mona-Lisa cue, stereoscopic displays or holographic displays could create an interesting 3D avatar; for a single remote subject, stereoscopy may be used while for multiple remote subjects holography will be expected. It will be worth exploring the respective properties of the streaming of 3D videos vs. the sensorimotor monitoring of virtual/robotic avatars in terms of users’ experience and interaction efficiency.
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